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flood-pulse data, rates of change and ENSO predictions so that we know what to expect, weather-wise,
for the upcoming season. With data in hand, we plan
our logistics to best position our operations within
their respective fisheries for optimal conditions that
maximize fishing success. So here’s what we know;
1. This season’s flood pulse on the Amazon mainstem was high (3rd highest recorded).
2. The turn-around has already occurred and water
levels are dropping fairly quickly.
3. El Niño conditions are in effect and ENSO modWe’ve had a really busy off-season. In fact, maybe “off” isn’t the right
els predict it will continue through the Northern
word since it’s been pretty much “on” straight through. We’ve had a long list
Hemisphere winter 2019-20 (our season).
of things to consider and they’re all focused on making our trips better than
This is good. Actually very good! The high start and
ever before. In fact, we expect this to be our best season ever. First and fore- quick drop means we can expect good productivity
most on our list, of course, is the fishing. As we do each year, we monitor
from our early season locations .. Cont’d on page 2 ..
.... Summer Notes ....
 PDF Newsletter - Over the last
few years we’ve made the transition to
an all-electronic newsletter. Sadly for
us old-timers, the paper version is gone.
But, our emailed version can be bigger
as needed and provides links to allow
you to quickly delve deeper into a topic.
Who says the good-old-days are over?
Besides, you can always print it! Progress is good.
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… Cont’d from page 1 ….. and that they will be
productive long beyond our scheduled time there.
The ENSO data also predicts that we can expect good
water levels to hold together throughout the upcoming
season as we move from our fall to winter locations.
In fact, there is less than a 10% chance of seeing a La
Niña (causes rising water) at any time during our upcoming fishing season. All in all, our expectations
are for excellent fishing conditions. Our logistical
planning is already falling into place around it.
Our next priority was to fine-tune our operations
so that we can offer anglers a full range of trip types
to suit their varied preferences and expectations. So,
we built our new, luxury, floating hotel, the Blackwater Adventurer and then implemented two completely
new and unique trips. We’ve welcomed an entirely
new team to our staff to operate the Adventurer and
cook, clean and guide for you. We’ve extended the
reach of our floating bungalows to include the Rio
Piranima so we can access acrobatic apapa and trophy
aruana along with big numbers of pinima peacocks.
Check out our complete menu, below;

The majority of models predict the current mild El Niño will
persist through the Northern hemisphere winter of 2019/2020.
Figure from International research Institute for Climate and Society—update July 2019.

Season

La Niña Neutral El Niño

ASO 2019

3%

39%

58%

NDJ 2019

7%

39%

54%

FM 2019

9%

38%

53%

Finally, we reassessed how we
handle our trips. We carefully review all of your post-trip questionnaires to see what you like and what
you don’t. Although the likes outnumber the gripes by a huge factor,
we take the suggestions and concerns
that are voiced most seriously since
they tell us how to keep improving
and maintain our status as the Amazon’s premiere fishing trip provider.
In one fell swoop, we’ve addressed the majority of client concerns - We’ve gone all-inclusive! No
need to buy lures, no worries about
insurance, no license fees, no tribal
fees, no extras, no surprises! Pack
your clothes and your toothbrush; we
provide everything else! No other
Amazon trips are this easy, this comfortable and this productive. Not just
the best, but the best value as well.

Our Gourmet Amazon Fishing Menu
•
•

•
•

Our commitment to comprehending the complexity
of the Amazon flood-pulse, coupled with our flexibility
to adjust and our willingness to implement the necessary
logistics allows us to produce superior fishing results.
Our clients understand this, so, we tend to operate at or
near capacity each
season. So, in order
to accommodate our
growing client base,
we’ve added a brand
new flagship to our
stable of operating
mechanisms. That
makes 4 operations
and 7 different trip
configurations.
We’ve got a flavor
for every Amazon
fishing taste.

•
•

•

World-Record Peacock Bass - An exclusive Indian reservation trip on the
Rio Curicuriari. We probe the Amazon’s last frontier, with secrets yet to be
discovered. Full for this Sept/Oct, but fall of 2020 calendar is now available.
Intimate Group Size - Plentiful Peacock Bass - In the Rio Negro basin on
our new, luxurious flagship. From Dec. through January, mobility and accessibility together provide the best of both world’s for Amazon fishing.

Great numbers - excellent size distribution - An exclusive Indian reservation trip in the Igapo Acu region. - Excellent for casters and flyrodders alike.
As usual, it’s already full for this Sept/Oct, but fall of 2020 still has space left.
Consistent productivity - big Fish, great mobility - We roam the Rio Negro
basin from Sept. - March providing a mix of big fish, constant action and great
fun. Simply the best fishing value in the Amazon.

Species variety w/ Peacock Bass in high numbers - The Rio Piranima offers a nice mix; including high-flying Apapa, giant Aruana and several species
of big Amazon cats in a Sept. trip loaded with pugnacious pinima peacocks.
Trophy Peacock Bass - in headwaters Fisheries - Our shallow-drafting
camp seeks less pressured locales. From Oct - March we follow the dry season and pursue opportunities to find a high percentage of trophy peacocks.

The Ultimate Variety - River Monsters - An exclusive Indian Reservation
trip on the pristine Rio Travessão - The ultimate Amazon jungle adventure in
a fast-flowing mountain river. Relax, fish, eat, drink, and learn about the Amazon while challenging the full-range of true Amazon “River Monsters”.

Join us … Our 2020 calendar of “all-inclusive” trips now available (see pg. 8).
- Dessert Menu - includes arapaima trips, jungle hikes, village visits, spotlighting and more -
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Providing the level of service and quality that
you should expect (and that we’re committed
to delivering) on an Amazon trip, doesn’t happen by chance. We invest a lot of time, energy
and money on making sure that every one of
our team members is on the same page. Our
yearly team meetings are a big piece of that
effort. Clockwise from above; 1- Our Blackwater Explorer team in group session. 2 - Our
Manaus staff. 3 - Our new Blackwater Adventurer team. 4 - Our Multi-species lodge team. 5
& 6 - Plenary sessions. 7 - Our Floating Bunteam.
galow team. 8 -

7

6

4

5

Several were
caught here
during our stay..

For over 25 years, we have enjoyed fishing seasons
free of serious injury in our operations … but ... you never
know when an emergency can occur. So, like the Boy
Scout’s motto, we want to “be prepared”. This June, fortytwo of Acute Angling’s employees attended a detailed,
eight-hour first aid training course and were certified in a
full-range of areas, including; choking, burns, wounds,
bleeding, venomous animal bites, drowning and CPR.
The expert training team, recognized by ASHI
(American Safety & Health Institute) was headed by Dr.
Sidney Chalub and nurses Ilse Lira, Geisele Oliveira and
Larisha Moriz. They quickly captured their student’s atten-

tion with their hands on approach. By mid-day there
were so many bandage
wrapped victims and prone
bodies waiting for care that it
looked like a hospital emergency room. The course was
so thorough and engaging
that by day’s end our tired
group held up their certificates with real pride in new
skills well-learned.

Pictures from our Client’s Photo Galleries
If you’ve fished with us, you can open your own photo gallery and show off your catches.
Click here to see all Galleries

Click angler’s names to visit their Gallery
Lincoln
Adams’
Gallery

Christie
Bender’s
Gallery

Phractocephalus
Hemioliopterus
Red Tail Catfish

Psuedoplatystoma
tigrinum
Sorubim Catfish
Marie
Fanelli’s
Gallery

This grouping
Selected by
Helen Reiss.

Click here to request a Gallery of your own
Gary Weathers’
Gallery
Pinima
Peacock Bass
Cichla pinima

Giant
Peacock
Bass
Cichla
temensis
Terry
Hartsburg’s
Gallery

Giant
Peacock
Bass
Cichla
temensis

Patrick
McIntee’s
Gallery
Cichla
Vazzoleri
Rio
Travessão
Peacock
Bass

Cichla
orinocensis
Butterfly
Peacock
Bass

Cooper Galant’s
Gallery
Dennis
Munson’s
Gallery

Cichla
Temensis
Giant
Peacock
Bass

Hydrolycus
armatus
Giant
payara

Dragan
Stojanovic’s
Gallery

Phractocephalus
Hemioliopterus
Red Tail Catfish

James Eames’ Gallery

Brachyplatystoma
Filamentosum
Piraiba - Goliath Catfish
Charles Schull Gallery
Hydrolycus
armatus
Giant
payara

Linda
Adams’
Gallery
Cichla
Temensis
Giant
Peacock
Bass
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here from 80 to 230 pounds, all in a single morning.
We’re carefully protecting this fishery. Arapaima are notorious for succumbing to excessive stress and handling, so we’ve inCatching wild Arapaima is tough. Most of the waters that natu- stituted a 3 per angler per
rally hold them are loaded with food and are replenished each year
day limit. We want to mini- With an armamentarium of high-end
by the flood pulse. By the time these beasts start getting hungry, the mize break-offs or extended gear, we’ve put the appropriate tools
rains come and they leave their temporary dry season lakes to rejoin struggles, so we’re provid- for landing these beasts in the hands
of our Acute Anglers. Fishermen
the river-spanning flooded
ing the rods and reels and
have their choice of powerful Shimano
Arapaima
from
80
to
230
pounds
are
forests. Under these conline (you may bring your
spinning rigs or left or right handed
caught
here,
.
ditions arapaima are
own only if it has the same Shimano Tranx baitcasters.
choosy and lazy, preferor better capability). Fish
ring slow moving baitfish
must remain in the water to be
and inhalable shrimp.
unhooked by your guide; you
They just won’t bother
may join in for photographs
with artificials . But
and the release if you wish.
we’ve found a solution; a
Your English-speaking guide
chain of 5 isolated lakes
will make sure you are sucthat have been disconnectcessful and help with all fish
Shimano
ed from the floodplain;
handling aspects of the day.
Shimano
Stradic
fishable during our entire
A fisheries census shows
Tranx
4000
Reel
season. with hungry fish
the population of adult arapai400 Reel
that take lures and flies!
ma here to be between 1000
Did I say they take
and 1200 fish. With our daily
lures and flies? You can bet on it and we will! (presuming you
limit, it will be a long, long
have at least a basic ability to deliver a lure). If you don’t hook up at time before this many fish start
least once, or land at least one fish we’ll give back half the trip cost. wising up. We think we’re
How’s that for a guarantee! Here’s why we’re so confident. We’ve making a pretty safe bet, so
caught big arapaima here on swimming plugs, jigs and flies. Better
we’ll offer our guarantee for
yet, they just crush Zara Spooks, exploding on them the way you’d
the entire 2019/2020 season.
expect a 100 pound peacock would! We’ve landed huge adult fish
What happens if you limit out on arapaima? Why you simply switch tactics and gear and fish for big hulking tambaqui, chunky
Big fish are such smile creators that even our
cara, pacu and small papoca peacock bass (Cichla monoculus) that
guide (Pastor Odali) smiles!
live here. You can even take an ultralight spinner or bring a light
fly rod and fish for matrinchão. Catch all you want. You’ll have
the rest of the fishing day full of unusual fish to add to your list.
Here’s the program. This trip is only available to Acute Angling clients. It is not available to others. It includes; One extra
night at the Nobile hotel; Pick up and return - (approx. 1 hour drive
time); Delicious lunch, Amazon style.; One day guided fishing; All
conventional rods, reels, line; Not included - fly fishing gear.
This privately owned and exclusive fishery is available
throughout our entire fishing season as an add-on to any of our four
fishing trip types. Price per angler is $1250 USD. We prefer to
limit access to 2 anglers per day if at all possible, so dates should be
arranged well in advance to be certain you can adjust your travel
and attach this side-trip successfully to your existing trip schedule.
Booked on an upcoming trip? Call us for more information.
A natural creek (igarape), draining into the Rio
population has grown to accommodate the

Negro, has been partitioned and expanded into a chain of five elongate lakes. The original fish
enlarged space, providing access to a wealth of fishes that are otherwise tough to encounter.
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Dr. Normando Barbosa - A veteran of
our Exploratory
trips and a former
police chief, is our
day-to-day operations manager.
Eddie (left) - Our
English-speaking After
host is there to ensure your satisfaction with your trip.

Acute Angling originally designed and built the new
Blackwater Adventurer to solve a unique problem. After
our initial exploratory trip in the Tucano Indian reservation
in 2018, we began the process of making this region one of
our regularly scheduled fisheries. We negotiated an exclusive contract with the Ahko Iwi tribal council, granting us
access to fish the Rio Curicuriari and then we worked
through the ever-present government requirements to legalize it all. That was great, but we still needed to figure
out a way to actually get there and operate our trips in this
very unusual, world-record holding river.
With 95 miles of rocks and rapids at it’s mouth, this
bimodal flood pulse river called for a hardened rock-proof
vessel with the flexibility to be winched through waterfalls
just to reach the floodplain region we fish. Once there it
needed the ability to float through the shallow, narrow passages created by the river’s volatile and rapidly changing
water levels. Finally, we wanted our new flagship to provide the ultimate in comfort for our anglers. So, we built a
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Anderson - Our gourmet chef will
create a dining experience worthy
of your fishing trip of a lifetime .

Luiz - Our waiter and bartender will be always at your service
with delightful food and drink.

luxurious floating hotel on a hardened steel hull that can challenge rapids, float through 14 inches of water and provide a
broad, stable base for the fully-appointed private cabins and
couples suites it houses. Once we had the Blackwater Adventurer in hand, we realized it was also a superior tool for the
Amazon’s lowland fisheries, so it will fill out the second half of
the fishing season roaming the gigantic Rio Negro basin.
But a chunk of hardware (albeit an expensive one), does
not guarantee the clockwork dependability and angler satisfaction we need. People do! So we’ve assembled a great team
to operate the Adventurer and make it an integral part of our
family of fishing operations. We know they’ll make your trip a
pleasure and a success and we hope you’ll want to make
them a part of your future fishing plans, too.
Carlos - Our mechanic and logistics manager
keeps everything
running, while his
wife, Ana Christina, keeps your
cabin clean and
your laundry
washed.

Our awesome fishing guides. Left to Right; Pingo, formerly of the Blackwater Explorer; Gladimir, worked with us on our Rio Urariquera
exploratories, the Blackwater Explorer and our floating bungalows; Sapo, formerly worked on the Floating Bungalows; Bebezao, formerly
worked on the Floating Bungalows; Sulivan, new to Acute Angling but a former peacock bass guide in the state of Ceara, Brazil.
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Amazon Fishing Seminars

Have a club event or monthly mee ng that needs an infusion of
liveliness and interest? Acute Angling’s founder and CEO, Paul
Reiss has spent nearly half his life exploring the Amazon and he’s
got a few stories to tell. Besides being an experienced Amazon
guide, a PhD in Neotropical Ichthyology has built his understanding
of ﬁsh behavior while a life me of angling has honed his ﬁshing
knowledge. He provides the facts and debunks the myths about
the Amazon and its incredible ﬁshes, while thoroughly entertaining
his listeners. Who knows, it could be your next group trip!
Two types of seminar are oﬀered, each of which can be tailored
to most appropriately meet your group’s interests.
Fishes of the Amazon - An insigh=ul descrip on of how the
Amazon basin and its remarkable ﬁshes evolved. Anglers learn
about the most exci ng of the Amazon’s 3000 ﬁsh species and how
to go about experiencing the excitement of catching them. A queson and answer period follows.

How to Catch Peacock Bass - An overview of the Amazon, and
its remarkable ﬁshes, followed by a detailed analysis of the giant
Amazon peacock bass (Cichla temensis). Anglers learn about its
life cycle, the most produc ve tac cs and techniques and how to
get there to catch them. A ques on and answer period follows.
Contact us to learn more or to arrange for a seminar for your
ﬁshing, hun ng or outdoor ac vity group.

thing else you need for a successful fishing trip. You don’t have
to sweat the details. There are no hidden costs; no surprises; no
Indian fees; no tackle rental charges; Open bar? Of course! no
charge for any beverages or cocktails; Free beer, wine, liquor and
soft drinks at our fully stocked, always open, bars. Great meals,
excellent wines, snacks and goodies, boats, guides, high-quality
Client Portal - As part of our ongoing systems automation
fishing rods, reels, lines and lures; fishing tools, fuel, hotel stays,
project, we’ve reached a stage of development that will allow us
transfers, charter flights, even
to provide each Acute Angler with their own prifishing licenses are pre-arranged
vate on-line Client Portal where they can manage
and included! With the excepall of their pre-trip preparations. The portal will
Our new Client Portal
tion of International airfare and
guide you through what needs to be done to enwalks you through all of
tipping, everything related to
sure a perfect trip and will monitor the status of
your fishing trip is included;
each item until all are complete and you’re ready your trip preparations!
from the moment you arrive at
to go. The portal will be open for all new bookthe airport in Manaus until it’s
ings soon. Easy as pie and no mistakes, ever.
time to leave. Yup, all free!
Turn-key Package - As convenient as an
Acute Angling fishing trips
online portal is, nothing beats personal service …
stand head and shoulders above
and we’re here to provide it. Have fishing techany others. We catch more fish,
niques questions? How to pack? Administrative
provide better service, visit more
questions? Have questions about flight options?
unique fisheries, and listen to
Even questions about how to use the portal? … a
your comments and suggestions.
real person is just a phone call or email away.
Now, we’ve made it all even
All-inclusive Trip - You bring the clothes you
easier. Book with us, one price,
need (3 changes are adequate - we do laundry
no extras, no surprises, just one
every day) and your personal items (toiletries,
awesome Amazon fishing trip.
medicines, Kindle, etc.) and we provide every-
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Amaz0n Tidbits - News from the RIVER
Even more amazing than the amazing fishes of the Amazon,
is the amount of rumor and gossip generated about it. This
column will appear from time to time in an effort to report
actual news before it evolves into wildly inexplicable fiction.
TV stars to visit in 2019 - As in years past, we’ll be hosting
several TV production groups. If you’d like to be there with
them, a few spaces remain that will let you be in on the action.
Leo Stakos of Fish TV will be filming his show and hosting a
group on the Blackwater Explorer in November. Shea McIntee,
Stoked on Fishing, will be on the Explorer over New Years and
Chris Dorsey, Ram Outdoors will explore our Rio Travessao
Multi-species lodge filming his TV show.
Your Photo Gallery - Going fishing with us this coming season? Be sure to take good photos. When you get back, we’ll
send you access to create your own personal Photo Gallery on
our website. Share your Amazon experience with your friends
or the whole world if you wish. Last year we ran a contest for
our Gallery holders and ended up giving away 2 free Amazon
fishing trips! Who knows what’s up our sleeves for next year?
Fishing Lures - Now Free! - Catching fish requires lures and
different lures work differently at different times. It’s called a
“pattern” and it means anglers need an armamentarium of varied lures and techniques. But patterns change over weeks and
months, not in a few days. So, anglers visiting for a week end

up using only 1 or 2 different lures. This raised the issue of having to
purchase a package of lures, most of which were never used. No
more! We now provide your lures at no charge! No more issue!
Some lures are consumable. Our peacock bass jigs are superproductive, but they are also super-sensitive to the mouthful of razors
that piranhas possess. So they don’t last forever. In the past, anglers
were replacing jigs throughout their stay and generating a bill at the
end. No more! We provide jigs at no charge! No cost, no bill.
Rods, Reels, Lines? Yup, free! We provide a suite of high quality
rigs, appropriate for each of our fisheries, at no charge. High-end
carbon fiber rods equipped with Shimano Stradic spinners and Shimano Curado reels … all strung with PowerPro braided line, to accommodate the range of lures needed to catch the trophy peacock bass
and exotics you’ve come to fish for. Free of charge!
Bring 3 changes of clothing … We do everything else. You pay 1
price, no extras, no surprises, just one awesome fishing trip.
Photo Gallery Compilations - Page 4 shows a compilation of
photos selected from our clients’ Photo Galleries by Helen Reiss.
Think you could put together a better or more interesting one? We’d
be pleased to publish it if it’s good. Go to our website, check out the
Galleries and select a dozen or so of your favorite photos, or create a
theme and tie them together with captions. When you’re done put
everything in a word document and send it to us along with the link
for each photo’s page. If it merits publication, it’ll also merit a prize
from among our great gear offerings .

By Brent Moreland:
Fishing Expos put us in touch with lots of
lifetime” end up booking again within two years … yup,
different anglers, from many different walks of life. Some walk up still in the same lifetime!
to our booth and exclaim ”Wow! Peacock bass!” and then promptLuckily, we operate 4 exotic adventures you can enjoy (see
ly book a trip. We can understand that. Some, with a baby or two our “menu” on page 2), 3 of them with regional variations for a
in their arms, nod and grumble “Yup, it’ll be a few years ‘til junior total of 7 different exotic Acute Angling Amazon trips. Utilize the
grows up”; and that’s totally understandable too. But, too often we chance to mark this high energy item off your list now, while you
have individuals who come by our booth year-after-year-after-year can fully enjoy all that the Amazon has to offer. Interact with a
and lament about how “Yeah, this trip is on my bucket list, I’m just different culture, indulge in local cuisine, learn about the indigenot ready yet, maybe next year”. That isn’t quite as understandable nous ways of life, and (hopefully) experience the catch of lifetime.
and frankly, it’s a bit risky. Your opportunity to explore one of the
You don’t have to wait for a cantankerous fishing buddy to
last unspoiled frontiers on the planet doesn’t have to wait until after opt in either. This is a bucket list item that can be experienced
retirement or until you “slow down.” Sometimes these same indi- individually or shared! You can come by yourself - We offer prividuals will come back to our booth and tell us “Darn, I wish I had vate cabins where desired and we take many anglers who book
gone last year. Now my doc won’t let me travel.” Don’t be that
singly. They end up meeting a group of like-minded individuals
guy! One of the most common comments we get from anglers
and very often find a new fishing buddy for their next angling
returning after our trips is, “I wish I’d done this sooner.”
adventure. Or take your son, or grandson. Take dad, or better yet,
Our schedule runs from September through March, so you can take your wife. If she fishes just a little bit, this will turn her into
book for the time of year that works best for you, your work and
a polished angler. We have the privilege of hosting many couples
your personal
that are equally
Don’t presume your wife won‘t enjoy it as much And, sometimes she’ll outfish you so badly, you’ll passionate for
schedule. And,
have to come right back just to salve your pride! fishing and exthe opportunity to as you. Sometimes, she’s the return motivator!
explore a new
ploring alike.
culture, a primeval
Enjoy one of our
landscape, and a
couples suites
unique way of life
and share an
doesn’t have to be
awesome experionce in a life time.
ence with your
Many people who
new best fishing
pull that personal
buddy. Join us
trigger and experiand cross an item
ence one of our
off both of your
“fishing trips of a
bucket lists.

2019—2021 Trip availability
Acute angling’s
Brazilian Amaz0n

*Note - Available spaces are
shown as of August 8, 2019

Dates NOT listed are full.

Blackwater
Explorer
$4250 - Double Occupancy

$4750
- Single Occupancy
Amazon peacock
bass

$4750 - Double Occupancy - $5250 - Private Cabin
#

D

Departs Manaus

Returns

Price

Nov. 22

$4750

- 4 openings -

Xmas

Dec. 23, 2019

Dec. 30

$4750

Full Group only

Feb. 26, 2020

March 3

$4750

- 7 openings -

DN21

March 4, 2020

March 11

$4750

- 7 openings -

DN21

March 11, 2020

March 18

$4750

- open -

Next Season - Fall 2020 - Igapo Aҫu Reserve - Available Spaces
Aug. 24, 2020

Aug. 31

$5750

- HELD -

EI-2

Aug. 31, 2020

Sept. 7

$5750

- 4 openings -

EI-5

Sept. 21, 2020

Sept. 28

$5750

- FULL -

D
EN3

Fall 2020 / Winter 2021 - Rio Negro Basin - Available Spaces
Oct. 28, 2020

Nov. 4

$4750

- 10 openings

EN4

Nov. 4, 2020

Nov. 11

$4750

- 10 openings

EN6

Nov. 18, 2020

Nov. 25

$4750

- open -

EN7

Nov. 25, 2020

Dec. 2

$4750

- open -

EN9

Dec. 9, 2020

Dec. 16

$4750

- open -

Dec. 16, 2020

Dec. 22

$4750

- open -

Dec. 22, 2020

Dec. 29

$4750

- 8 openings -

EN12

Dec. 29, 2020

Jan. 6, 2021

$4750

- 10 openings

EN13

Jan. 6, 2021

Jan 13

$4750

- open -

EN15

Jan 20, 2021

Jan. 27

$4750

- 10 openings

EN17

Feb. 3, 2021

Feb. 10

$4750

- 8 openings -

EN18

Feb. 10, 2021

Feb. 17

$4750

- FULL -

EN20

Feb. 24, 2021

March 3

$4750

- open -

EN21

March 3, 2021

March 10

$4750

- open -

Leaves Manaus

Price

DT-1

Oct. 8th, 2019

Oct. 17

$6750

- 3 openings -

DT-2

Oct. 18th, 2019

Oct. 25

$5750

- 3 openings -

DT-3

Oct. 25th, 2019

Nov. 1

$5750

- 1 openings -

DT-5

Nov. 15th, 2019

Nov. 22

$5750

- 6 openings -

DT-6

Nov. 15th, 2019

Nov. 22

$5750

- 2 openings -

DT-9

Dec. 6th, 2019

Dec. 13

$5750

- 6 openings -

DT10

Dec. 13th, 2019

Dec. 20

$5750

- 6 openings -

DT11

Dec. 20th, 2019

Dec. 27

$5750

- 6 openings -

DT12

Dec. 27th, 2019

Jan. 3, 2020

$5750

- 2 openings -

DT13

Jan. 3rd, 2020

Jan. 10

$5750

- 2 openings -

DT14

Jan. 10th, 2020

Jan. 17

$5750

- 2 openings -

DT17

Jan. 31st, 2020

Feb. 7

$5750

- 1 opening -

DT18

Feb. 7th, 2020

Feb. 14

$5750

- 2 openings -

Remaining Fall 2019 / Winter 2020 - Trip Dates
Oct. 30, 2019

Nov. 6

$5250

- 2 openings -

DF-5

Nov. 6, 2019

Nov. 13

$5250

- 2 openings -

DF-6

Nov. 13, 2019

Nov. 20

$5250

- 3 openings -

DF8A

Dec. 4, 2019

Dec. 11

$5250

- 2 openings -

DF13

Jan. 30, 2020

Feb. 6

$5250

- 3 openings -

DF14

Feb. 6, 2020

Feb. 13

$5250

- 3 openings -

DF15

Feb. 13, 2020

Feb. 20

$5250

- 6 openings -

Leaves Manaus

Returns

Price

Availability

DF-4

Availability

Fall 2020 - Giant Peacock Bass

2020

Sept. 1, 2020

Sept. 8

$7950

Full Group Only

EC-3

Sept. 8, 2020

Sept. 15

$7950

- 4 openings -

EC-4

Sept.15, 2020

Sept. 22

$7950

- 6 openings -

EC-6

Sept. 29 2020

Oct. 6

$7950

- open -

EC-7

Oct. 6 2020

Oct. 13

$7950

- open -

EC-9

Oct. 20 2020

Oct. 27

$7950

Full Group Only

- open -

Fall 2020

EC-2

*Note - Dates available for group programs
are denoted with a blue background.

Availability

Winter 2020 - Floatplane Only Access

DA11

Jan. 14, 2020

Jan. 21

$5950

- 2 openings -

DA12

Jan. 21, 2020

Jan. 28

$5950

- open -

DA13

Jan. 28, 2020

Feb. 4

$5950

- 4 openings -

DA15

Feb. 11 2020

Feb. 11

$5950

- open -

DA17

Feb. 25 2020

March 3

$5950

- FULL -

Winter 2020

2020

Returns

Price

2019/2020 Season

EN10
Xmas

Fall 2020 / Winter 2021 Season

EI-1

Returns

2019/2020 Season

DN20

Winter ‘20

Nov. 15, 2019

Departs Manaus

Remaining Fall 2019 / Winter 2020 - Trip Dates

This Season - Fall 2019/Winter 2020 - Remaining Spaces

DN06

E

#

Availability

Toll-free (866) 832-2987 - Paul Reiss - Ext. 1 or Garry Reiss - Ext. 2
or email us at webmaster@acuteangling.com

